A scan for genetic determinants of human hair morphology: EDAR is associated with Asian hair thickness
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Hair morphology is one of the most differentiated traits among human populations. However, genetic backgrounds of hair morphological differences among populations have not been clarified yet. In addition, little is known about the evolutionary forces that have acted on hair morphology. To identify hair morphology-determining genes, the levels of local genetic differentiation in 170 genes that are related to hair morphogenesis were evaluated by using data from the International HapMap project. Among highly differentiated genes, ectodysplasin A receptor (EDAR) harboring an Asian-specific non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphism (1540T/C, 370Val/Ala) was identified as a strong candidate. Association studies between genotypes and hair morphology revealed that the Asian-specific 1540C allele is associated with increase in hair thickness. Reporter gene assays suggested that 1540T/C affects the activity of the downstream transcription factor NF-κB. It was inferred from geographic distribution of 1540T/C and the long-range haplotype test that 1540C arose after the divergence of Asians from Europeans and its frequency has rapidly increased in East Asian populations. These findings lead us to conclude that EDAR is a major genetic determinant of Asian hair thickness and the 1540C allele spread through Asian populations due to recent positive selection.

INTRODUCTION

There are numerous physiological and morphological variations in humans and some of them are diverged between populations. Besides skin color and facial features, hair morphology is one of the most distinctive traits among human populations, and classical classification of human populations was based on such visible traits. In previous comparative studies of hair morphology among human populations, the differences between Asians, Europeans and Africans were observed in diameter, shape of cross-section and fiber, mechanical properties, and hair moisture (1,2). Most notably, African hair is more twisted than Asian and Caucasian hair, and Asian hair has a larger and more circular cross-section
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Interpopulation differentiation of genes involved in hair morphogenesis

We first selected 170 genes that are related to hair morphogenesis, based on previous reports (10) and databases such as Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) and Gene Ontology (GO) (see Materials and Methods and Supplementary Material, Table S1). To examine the differentiation of these genes, we analyzed SNP data of the International HapMap Project (60 from Yorba in Ibadan, Nigeria, YRI; 60 from the CEPH population of northern and western European ancestry in Utah, CEU; 90 each from Han Chinese in Beijing and Japanese in Tokyo, CHB+JPT) (11). We then divided the sequence of each gene into 50 kb windows, calculated $F_{ST}$ for each SNP between each combination of two populations, and obtained the maximum value of $F_{ST}$ in each window ($m_{F_{ST}}$) (Supplementary Material, Table S1). We also obtained the empirical distribution of $m_{F_{ST}}$ across the entire genomic windows to determine the 95th and 99th percentiles as critical values (Supplementary Material, Table S2). Although such an outlier approach may not assure the detection power and/or may include the false positives, it is very concise and effective for the first scanning of candidate loci. As a result, we found that 21 and 5 genes have higher $m_{F_{ST}}$ values than the 95th and 99th percentiles, respectively (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Material, Table S3). Three of these genes (CUTL1, EDAR, and EGFR) were differentiated both between CEU and CHB+JPT and between YRI and CHB+JPT, while TGM3 was differentiated between all three populations. Therefore, these genes were strong candidates for being hair morphologically-determining genes.

Among these candidate genes, we focused on EDAR for the subsequent studies since EDAR not only showed one of the highest $m_{F_{ST}}$ between CEU and CHB+JPT (Supplementary Material, Table S3) but also had a highly differentiated non-synonymous SNP (rs3827760), which has previously been suspected to be a target of positive selection (12–14). This non-synonymous SNP is located at the 1540th nucleotide from the transcription start site (370th amino acid from the translation start codon) and thus is called 1540T/C (370Val/Ala) here. A comparison with the sequence of chimpanzee (accession: XM_525853) indicated that 1540C is the derived allele. The allele frequency of 1540C reaches 87.6% in CHB+JPT, whereas no 1540C is observed either in CEU or in YRI (Fig. 2B) (11). Such an Asian-specific allele with high frequency was not found elsewhere in the region. As shown in Figure 1. Empirical distributions of $m_{F_{ST}}$ and genes showing high $m_{F_{ST}}$. (A) CEU versus YRI, (B) CHB+JPT versus YRI, (C) CHB+JPT versus CEU. Dashed line: 99th percentile; dotted line: 95th percentile.
Figure 2, highly differentiated SNPs were densely scattered from the 5' region to the intron 4. Above all, an SNP, rs922452, showed the highest FST value between CEU and CHB+JPT in the EDAR region (Supplementary Material, Table S3). In addition, a previous study observed that three SNPs in the 50 region within 2 kb of the transcription start site, i.e. -1430G/A, 62C/T and 930A/G (previously described as 173, 1663 and 2531), which were in almost absolute LD, have frequency difference of over 85% between populations (14). However, these SNPs were not analyzed in the HapMap project.

Association between EDAR polymorphisms and hair morphology

To examine the association of polymorphisms in EDAR with hair morphology, two South-east Asian populations were subjected to following analyses since various hair phenotypes were observed within these populations. We recruited 121 unrelated individuals of the Indonesian (IDN), who are inhabitants in the west part of Java Island in Indonesia, and 65 unrelated individuals of the Thai-Mai (THM), who are called ‘sea gypsies’ in Thailand. Cross-sections made from five hairs per individual were prepared, and large diameter, small diameter, and area of hairs were measured under microscopy (Fig. 3A and Supplementary Material, Table S5). We then calculated the hair index, i.e. the ratio of small diameter to large diameter, as a measure of hair shape, which is usually smaller in curly or frizzy hair than in straight hair (5). Summary statistics for the measurements of hair sections are shown in Supplementary Material, Table S5. We genotyped 1540T/C in the exon 12, rs922452 in the intron 3, and -1430G/A as a representative for the highly differentiated SNPs in the 5' region. The number of individuals with each genotype was presented in Table 1. These genotype frequencies were consistent with the expectation from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium except for -1430G/A in IDN (P = 1.6 x 10^-3).

Using analysis of variance (ANOVA), we found significant associations of 1540T/C with small diameter and area in both IDN and THM, and with large diameter in IDN (Fig. 3). In particular, area exhibited a strong association with 1540T/C (P = 5.5 x 10^-3 in IDN and P = 9.5 x 10^-4 in THM). The mean area for the TT, TC and CC genotypes was 4986, 5100 and 5927 μm², respectively, in IDN, and 4060, 4844 and 5924 μm², respectively, in THM. The rs922452 also showed significant association with area (P = 7.0 x 10^-3 in IDN and P = 0.017 in THM), but P-values were higher than these of 1540T/C. This indicated that 1540T/C is the causative polymorphism. Because the rs922452 was in LD with 1540T/C (D = 1.0, R² = 0.42 in IDN and D = 0.94, R² = 0.40 in THM), the association of rs922452 was likely to be caused by LD. In contrast, -1430G/A did not show any significant association. Since the highly differentiated SNPs in the 5' region are within 2.5 kb and in strong LD in Chinese-descendant population (R² > 0.9) (Seattle SNP database), these SNPs are expected to be in strong LD also in the Southeast Asian populations tested. Therefore, the promoter region is thought to be irrelevant to the phenotype.

We further analyzed the contribution of EDAR variants to hair morphology, considering effects of other factors. For this purpose, sex, age, ethnicity, and the number of an allele were entered into multiple regression analyses as independent variables. The analyses on IDN suggested that older age shows significantly smaller area and shorter large diameter, and that female shows significantly smaller area, shorter large diameter and higher hair index (Table 2). Although IDN individuals were ethnically classified into Java or Sunda, ethnic difference had an influence only on hair index (Table 2). In these analyses, 1540T/C showed significant association with area, small diameter and large diameter (Table 2). These results suggested that the Asian-specific 1540C allele is associated with thicker hair, but not with hair index. If we assumed recessive model for 1540C (TT and TC: 0; CC: 1),
the 1540T/C showed more significant association with area ($P = 2.9 \times 10^{-3}$).

Multiple regression analyses were also performed on THM individuals since they are originated from two different ethnics, Urak Lawoi and Moken. The analysis only on Urak Lawoi ($n = 37$) showed that age and 1540T/C were significantly associated with area, but sex was not (Table 3). When the individuals with Moken admixture were added ($n = 65$), lower $P$-values were observed, while ethnicity showed no association (Table 3). Contrary to the result of IDN, the recessive model showed weaker association ($P = 3.5 \times 10^{-3}$) than the allelic model. The regression coefficients, which denote the effect of the 1540C allele on increasing area, were also different between THM and IDN (Tables 2 and 3).
IDN and THM, we could obtain a further lower P-value in the correlation between 1540C and area of hair cross-section \((P = 2.8 \times 10^{-5})\) (Table 4). The effect of the 1540C allele on increasing area was estimated to be 491 \(\mu\text{m}^2\). Also in this analysis, no association between ethnicity and area was observed. Furthermore, to consider the skew of allele frequency due to population stratification, we genotyped 1540T/C in two Melanesian populations, the Gidra in the New Guinea island and the Solomon islanders. The allele frequencies of 1540C were 1.0% in the Gidra and 10.4% in the Solomon islanders (Fig. 4A). The low 1540C frequency in Melanesia is consistent with the thin phenotype of their hairs. These results support that EDAR is a genetic determinant of Asian hair thickness and can explain a large part of the difference of hair thickness between Asians and other populations.

Functional analysis of EDAR 1540T/C

EDAR, ectodysplasin A receptor, is a member of the tumor necrosis factor receptor family. The disruption of EDAR in humans causes ectodermal dysplasia, which is characterized by abnormal morphogenesis of teeth, hair and eccrine sweat glands (10,17,18). The 1540T/C (370Val/Ala) polymorphism is located in the death domain, that is, the intracellular domain necessary to interact with EDAR-binding death domain adapter protein, EDARADD (19,20). It is known that EDAR/EDARADD interaction results in the activation of the downstream transcription factor NF-\(\kappa\)B, and this molecular pathway plays a key role in formation of hair placode (10). Therefore, a possibility is that 1540T/C affects the NF-\(\kappa\)B activity through an altered efficiency of interaction between EDAR and EDARADD. To compare the 1540T and C alleles in the ability of NF-\(\kappa\)B activation, we performed luciferase assays using HeLa and 293A cells. These cells were transfected with EDAR expression vectors carrying each allele (pEF1-EDAR-1540T and pEF1-EDAR-1540C),
NF-κB activation level and hair thickness has not been clear, it has been reported that steroid induces NF-κB suppression as well as hair regrowth (21,22), which supports that the lower NF-κB level may be associated with higher activity of hair formation. A previous study has suggested that the amino acid change of 1540T/C (Val/Ala) is a quite conservative and is predicted to have ‘benign’ effect (14). Taking it into account that the death domain in EDAR is completely conserved between mouse and human (data not shown), we may be able to interpret that such a conservative amino acid change on the domain with a important function can cause a mild effect on the phenotype.

**Evolutionary history in EDAR 1540T/C**

To assess the evolutionary history of 1540C, we examined the extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH) (23) for 1540T/C based on the haplotype data from Phase I of the International HapMap Project (11). The extended haplotype frequencies and EHH at various distances from 1540T/C in CHB+JPT are shown in Figure 4B and C. Although 1540C has a higher allele frequency than 1540T, EHH of 1540C decays more gently than that of 1540T. To evaluate the significance of the EHH value, we performed the long-range haplotype (LRH) test (23). 1540C obviously deviated from the empirical distribution ($P = 5.2 \times 10^{-3}$ for the centromere-distal side and $P = 0.026$ for the centromere-proximal side) (Fig. 4D). The slower rate of LD decay, as well as high population differentiation in 1540C, indicates that the frequency of 1540C rapidly increased in the East Asian populations by recent positive selection. Carlson et al. (14) also reported that Tajima’s $D$, and Fay and Wu’s $H$ values in this region demonstrated deviation from the neutral expectation.

Although it is difficult to specify the target site of positive selection in the region around EDAR because of the strong LD, the results of our association and functional analyses imply that EDAR 1540T/C is the target of positive selection. A possible explanation about evolutionary force against EDAR is cold tolerance. Since hair can play an important role in the protection of the head against coldness by preventing heat exhalation, the thicker hair of 1540C carriers may have been advantageous in cold climates in the north part of Asia. An alternative possibility is that functional changes on EDAR may affect another trait. For example, since disruption of EDAR results in abnormal teeth morphogenesis (10), it is possible that the functional change between 1540T and C also have an influence on teeth morphology, which is known to have diverged phenotypes among populations (24) that might be caused by adaptation to the local diets.

**CONCLUSION**

This is the first report about the genetic basis of the common hair morphological difference and its molecular evolution. We provided a clear evidence of the association between the 1540T/C polymorphism of EDAR and hair thickness. The evolutionary analysis suggested that the derived allele, 1540C, increased in Asian populations by recent positive selection. However, mode of inheritance in the phenotype is
still controversial. In our study, different populations showed different values of regression coefficients in the association studies. As further studies, we need to consider the effect of other genes and gene–gene interactions as well as to examine other populations. In particular, EDA that encode the ligand of EDAR was listed as another candidate gene in this study and should be a target in a future study.

As shown here, a simple population genetics analysis based on local genetic differentiation enabled us to identify a genetic determinant of hair morphology that can explain a large part of difference in hair thickness between Asians and other populations. Although the genetic basis of the difference in hair frizziness between populations still remains to be elucidated, it will be revealed in the same manner and this trait may be involved in some of these genes that showed high differentiation in our study. In addition, it is possible to find new associations between genes and other highly differentiated human traits such as pigmentation and body composition (13,25). Furthermore, population genetics-based studies can contribute to genome-wide case-control association studies on diseases with different prevalence among populations, such as obesity, diabetes and hypertension: the combination of the two strategies would allow us to identify the susceptibility genes more efficiently. Such scans for candidate genes, and the follow-on association and functional studies, will become more important tools for identifying the loci related to phenotypic variations in human populations, and will provide us with advanced knowledge about the history of human adaptations to local environments.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**A scan based on interpopulation genetic differentiation**

We used SNP data of 210 unrelated individuals from Phase II of the International HapMap Project (60 from Yorba in Ibadan, Nigeria, YRI; 60 from the CEPH population of northern and western European ancestry in Utah, CEU; 90 each from Han Chinese in Beijing and Japanese in Tokyo, CHB+JPT) (11). To estimate the levels of population differentiation in genes related to hair morphogenesis, the following procedures were adopted. We first selected 170 candidate genes related to hair morphogenesis, based on a review paper of Schmidt-Ullrich and Paus (10) and databases such as GO: [http://www.geneontology.org/](http://www.geneontology.org/) and OMIM: [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/). These candidate genes included hair keratins, keratin-related proteins, genes related to hair abnormalities and hair formation in human and/or mouse. We divided the nucleotide sequence of each gene into 50 kb windows, putting the center of the gene at the center of a window. When the length of the gene was longer than 50 kb, further windows were added on the both centromere-proximal and -distal sides until the entire gene is covered by the windows. When a 50 kb window included a part of the gene region, the window was regarded as connected with the candidate gene. Second, we calculated \( F_{ST} \) between CEU, YRI and CHB+JPT for each SNP as a measure of population differentiation. We selected only polymorphic SNPs that had been genotyped in all the populations. Next, the maximum value of \( F_{ST} \) in each 50 kb window (\( mF_{ST} \)) was obtained. We also obtained the empirical distribution of \( mF_{ST} \) for the entire genomic region to determine the 95th and 99th percentiles. The genes showing \( mF_{ST} \) higher than the 95th or 99th percentiles were considered as candidate genes. We also determined the derived alleles of the SNPs with highest \( F_{ST} \) in these genes by comparisons with chimpanzee genome sequence.

**Samples**

Examinations of hair morphology were performed on two Southeast Asian populations since various hair phenotypes were observed within these populations. The subjects were 121 unrelated individuals in the west part of Java Island, Indonesia and 205 individuals including relatives in the Rawai village of Phuket, Thailand. Those Indonesian individuals were gathered from several villages and ethnically classified

**Figure 5.** Luciferase assay for the NF-κB activity. The effects of the 1540T/C were examined in the two cell lines HeLa and 293A. Relative luciferase activities were standardized as fold activities upon each cells transfected by pEF1-EDAR-1540T (ancestral type). Values represent the means ± SE of three independent transfections, each with triplicate determinations. (A) HeLa cell; t-test: 1540T versus 1540C \( P = 0.0057 \) (*). (B) 293A cell; t-test: 1540T versus 1540C \( P = 1.9 \times 10^{-5} \) (**), 1540T+C versus 1540C \( P = 5.8 \times 10^{-5} \) (***). P-values for t-tests were adjusted by Holm’s method.
into Sunda or Java. People in the Rawai village are minority ethnic people known as the Thai-Mai, which are composed of two groups, Urak Lawoi and Moken. They are also called ‘sea gypsies’ because of their past nomadic mode of life on the ocean (26). The Urak Lawoi, who are major in the Rawai village, are thought to have migrated to this area about 200 years ago. On the other hand, the settlement of the Moken occurred for past several decades. Therefore, ethnicity and family history were asked to the subjects in the Rawai village. From the 205 individuals of Thai-Mai, we selected 65 unrelated individuals for the association study. Blood and hair samples were obtained from them with informed consent. DNA was extracted from the blood samples with a standard method. For measurement of hair morphology, we used five hairs per individual to make cross-sections. The hair samples were embedded in paraffin or epoxy resin and cut into 1–9 μm thick sections. When embedded in paraffin blocks, hair samples were tensioned to be vertical to the surface of the block to ensure perpendicular cutting of hair cross-sections. Then, large diameter, small diameter, and area of cross-sections were measured with an Aqua Cosmos/Basic system (Hamamatsu Photonics) attached to a Hamamatsu C4742-95 CCD camera. Large diameter was defined as the length of the largest axis, and small diameter was the length of the axis vertically passing the center of the largest axis. We also calculated the hair index, i.e. the ratio of small diameter to large diameter, which have been used as a measure of the hair shape. The hair index of curly or frizzy hair is usually smaller than that of straight hair (5). Hair samples from 12 Japanese volunteers with unknown genotype were also collected and analyzed in the same manner.

To examine the allele frequency of 1540T/C in Melanesian populations, we genotyped 48 Gidra and 48 Solomon Islanders. The Gidra are non-Austronesian-speaking Melanesian people of the southwestern lowlands of Papua New Guinea (27–30). The Solomon Islanders are Austronesian-speaking Melanesians (31).

### Variation screening and genotyping

We designed specific primers for the amplification of each exon and partial flanking intron of EDAR and analyzed 24 individuals from the HapMap samples (8 YRI, 8 CEU and 8 CHB individuals). After the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification, we sequenced the PCR products on an ABI Prism 3100 automatic sequencer using BigDye terminator cycle sequencing ready reaction kit ver. 3.1 (PE Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The EDAR 1540T/C and −1430A/G polymorphism were genotyped by PCR-direct sequencing. Additionally, we also genotyped an SNP, rs17822931 in ABCC11 gene, as an ethnic marker that shows high differentiation between CHB+JPT and the others. The sequences of primers for PCR and sequencing are available on request.

### Luciferase assay

Total RNA was isolated from hair bulges of a Japanese individual with informed consent using Isogen RNA extraction reagent (Nippon Gene) and subjected to cDNA synthesis using oligo(dT) primers and ImProm-II reverse transcriptase (Promega). The amino acid sequence of cDNA was identical with reference sequence (NM_022336.2). DNA fragment including the coding region of EDAR 1540T was amplified by PCR from the resultant cDNAs using primer pair that contains either EcoRI or XbaI site: 5'-CCCGAATTCCGAGAGTGGATGCATGTGGCTGG-3' and 5'-CTAGTCTAGGATGCATGTGGCTGG-3'. The PCR product was digested with EcoRI and XbaI, and then subcloned into EcoRI and XbaI sites of pEF1/Myc-HisA vector (Invitrogen), and the resulted plasmid was designated pEF1-EDAR-1540T. pEF1-EDAR-1540C vector was generated from the pEF1-EDAR-1540T vector by QuikChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) using primers, 5'-AAGTCTAGGATGCATGTGGCTGG-3' and 5'-GCGCCAGGTTTTC-ACAGCAGCCTTCTCAGAGTT-3' (mutated nucleotides are underlined). The NF-κB reporter assay was performed as follows. HeLa and 293A cells were plated into 24-well culture plates and transfected with 250 ng of pNF-κB-LUC plasmid (Stratagene), 50 ng of pRh-TK vector (Promega), and one of the followings: 300 ng of pEF1 empty vector (negative control), 300 ng of pEF1-EDAR-1540T, 300 ng of pEF1-EDAR-1540C, or 150 ng pEF1-EDAR-1540T and 150 ng pEF1-EDAR-1540C (artificial heterozygote), using lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After 48-h incubation, the expression of luciferase was examined using a Dual-Luciferase reporter assay system (Promega).

### Statistical analyses

Allele frequency was estimated by gene counting. The agreement of genotype frequencies with Hardy–Weinberg expectations was tested by χ²-test. Comparisons of large diameter, small diameter, area, and hair index between genotypes were carried out using one-way ANOVA. The effects of genotypes, age, sex and ethnicity on hair morphology were examined by using multiple regression analysis with the stepwise procedure, where the criteria for variable selection (F<sub>IN</sub>) and rejection (F<sub>OUT</sub>) were set at 4.0. IDN (n = 121), Urak Rawoi (n = 37), THM (Urak Lawoi and Moken: n = 65) and combination of IDN and THM (n = 186) were used as the subjects for the regression analyses. In the analysis of the THM, the ethnicity of an individual was evaluated based on his/her grandparents’ ethnicities. In short, the ethnicity score was calculated as i/4, where i represents the number of Moken grandparent. Differences in relative luciferase activities were analyzed by using pair-wise t-test.

### Long-range haplotype test

We performed the LRH test on 1540T/C by using the haplotype data from Phase I (release 16c.1) of the International HapMap Project (11). EHH at varying distance was calculated with the SWEEP software (http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/sweep/) (23). To evaluate the statistical significance, we obtained the empirical distribution of relative EHH (REHH) at 0.25 centiMorgans (cM) distance on both centromere-proximal and -distal sides in CHB+JPT. Because REHH depends on the frequency of the tested allele (i.e. 87.6%), we calculated REHH values for all the alleles with frequency
ranging between 85.1 and 90.1% on chromosome 2 to draw the empirical distribution in CHB+JPT. The calculation of REHH was programmed in Visual Basic (Microsoft Excel).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at HMG Online.
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